Chi-Yue Chiu is interested in culture science research. His research focuses on the interconnections of social ecology, instituted social relations, the mind and the brain.

After receiving his bachelor and master degrees in psychology from the University of Hong Kong, Professor Chiu studied social-personality psychology at Columbia University in New York and received his PhD there. Between 1994 and 2002, Professor Chiu taught at the University of Hong Kong, where he had served as the Associate Dean of Social Sciences and the Head of Psychology. He moved to the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in 2002 and taught there as Professor of Psychology and Marketing. In 2008, he joined Nanyang Technological University.

Professor Chiu is the Executive Director of the Culture Science Institute at Nanyang Business School. He was an Associate Editor of the Asian Journal of Social Psychology and the Journal of Personality and is currently a Section Editor of Social and Personality Psychology Compass, and an Associate Editor of the Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology. He has edited special issues for Social Cognition, Personality and Social Psychology Review, Group Processes and Intergroup Relations, Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology, Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes, and the Journal of Social Issues. He is also a Series Editor of Advances in Culture and Psychology (Oxford) and Frontiers of Culture and Psychology (Oxford).

The awards Professor Chiu has received include the Otto Klineberg Prize from the Society for Psychological Study of Social Issues and the Misumi Award from the Asian Association of Social Psychology. He is an elected Fellow of the Society for Experimental Social Psychology. He holds an honorary professorial appointment at the Chinese Academy of Sciences and is also a specially appointed Researcher at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences.

Dr Chiu will be giving a series of three invited lectures.

All lectures take place at 4:00 pm.

Wednesday, 28 March 2012
2-003 Natural Resources Engineering Facility (NRE)
Socially Motivated Superstitions: Mutual Constitution of Society and the Mind

Thursday, 29 March 2012
2-003 Natural Resources Engineering Facility (NRE)
Culture as Intersubjective Consensus: Basic Principles and Theoretical Implications

Friday, 30 March 2012
1-001 Natural Resources Engineering Facility (NRE)
Exclusionary and Integrative Psychological Reactions to Globalization: A Social Psychological Perspective

For further information, please contact Jan Zielinski 492-0964 or jan.zielinski@ualberta.ca